
WEST PERRY BRANCH LIBRARY
Owner: The Indianapolis Public Library
Location: Indianapolis, Indiana

Statement of the Problem
The primary challenge of the new West Perry Branch Library was to design a building that brings robust library 
services to a rapidly growing middle-class community in suburban Indianapolis, Indiana. 

Library design for a changing community in addition to the current needs of the community was a high priority 
along with design of a building that was budget friendly, low maintenance, and flexible for the future. The 
program for this new branch needed to include drive-up services, ADA accessibility throughout, self-serve 
holds, self-checkout, expandable A/V technology, meeting space, study spaces, exterior patron spaces, right-
sized collection, and dedicated spaces for the multiple ways patrons of all ages use the library. Strategizing a 
program layout to encourage easy wayfinding, material displays and access, and areas for quiet focus study to 
noisy active social spaces was critical. Creating areas specific to Children’s, Teens, and Adults while maintaining 
acoustic quality and visual oversight were also important.

Description of the Site & Environs
The West Perry Branch is located on Indianapolis’ suburban south side. The site selection process provided a 
suitable site on virgin ground bordered to the north by riparian woodland. Consideration for both the environmental 
and contextual impact were important factors contributing to the building design. The desire to connect the 
facility to the surrounding landscape is reflected both outside and inside the building through geometry, organic 
forms, and clear glass for visual connectivity to the riparian woodland to the north of the building. 

Design Intentions & Distinguishing Factors of the Work
The concept of nature and geometry working together in the building design responds to the goals of budget 
and context. Utilization of natural materials along with expansive glazing anchors the building to the nearby 
woods.  A simple, rectangular, budget-friendly shape forms the basis of the building. Exterior walls are punctuated 
with trapezoidal planes that pull inward to create the entry and other focal areas. Folded trapezoidal planes of 
faceted acoustic wood ceiling panels extend the entry experience into and through the building. 

The wood ceiling creates a floating dimensional surface accentuating visual pathways to organize the open 
library space. A perforated metal panel screen, designed to invoke the enlarged cell structures of a leaf, shades 
the southern glass wall, allowing for expansive glazing while maintaining interior comfort. The use of wood custom 
end panels and wood furniture accents play with the organic textured floor finishes to compliment the natural 
setting. 

Interior glazing is utilized to maintain an open feel, drawing natural light deeper into the library while acoustically 
separating spaces for quiet or noisy functions. Well-spaced low shelving and various types of seating are located 
throughout for the many ways patrons use the library. 

The Circulation desk greets patrons upon entry. Small study rooms adjacent to the service desk front a flexible 
promenade dubbed the “Market Place” which offers various mobile displays and furniture to nimbly transform 
as new materials and collections rotate. Service points are located to maximize oversight utilizing few staff and 
promote visibility for patrons that need help. A reading area with a stone-faced fireplace is located adjacent 
to the Meeting room and outfitted with flexible shelving so that this space can also serve as a pre-function or 
temporary art gallery event space.

The Children’s area utilizes natural forms with acoustic wall-mounted leaves at the entry. Woodland creature 
inspired interactive manipulatives promote early literacy and hand-eye coordination. Color intensifies in the 
youth areas as a visual indicator, so Children and Teens instinctively know their destination. The adjacent covered 
patio allows for youth programming and interaction with the surrounding park-like environment. The Teen area, 
strategically located adjacent to both the Children’s area and Meeting room, offers dedicated computer stations, 
various seating styles, powered tables, and a study bar for both study and social engagement.

Energy efficiency, flexibility, natural daylight, and sustainability were driving factors in the design. Achieving LEED 
v4 Gold certification, sustainable aspects include a rooftop photovoltaic system and raised access floor system 
housing HVAC, power, and data distribution for efficiency, future flexibility, and an overall healthy building. The 
rooftop solar panel system is designed to provide for 3/4 of the annual energy load of the branch and achieve 
payback in 12 years. 
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